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Introduction
Boob Exam Scam is a reality style porn site that brings you sexy amateurs who go to get a boob exam
only to find out they have been scammed by fake nurses and Doctors who just wanted to get a good grab
at their natural knockers. The site is a funny good because some of the acting is soooo bad, but it's also
kinda sexy.

Adult Review
Every heterosexual teenage dude at one time or another wanted to be a doctor so he can see hot chicks naked.  But as he got
older he realized that real doctors probably see a whole lot of things they wish they didn't.  That's why his time is much better
spent at Boob Exam Scam, where he can watch 68 full length XXX episodes that have all of the fantasy of feeling up hot
chicks on a medical table, and none of the drama that cums with a malpractice suit!
  
  All of the exclusive porn scenes at Boob Exam Scam run anywhere between 20 and 30 minutes long and are available for
both download and stream.  Downloads are only available in WMV format but in five different speeds ranging from a
compact 56k clip all the way to a full length 1068 x 600 resolution file that's extremely close to being real HD.  DRM is not
used so you can watch these tits get felt up as often as you like!
  
  One Boob Exam Scam scene that you'll likely watch again and again features the sexy voluptuous Rachel.  She may not
have a last name, but she has huge natural knockers and one of them is even pierced!  If you imagine it's your thumb rubbing
around her pink areola, and your tongue lightly tugging at that sexy tit hoop, you probably won't last very long before you
unleash a healthy load of your own.
  
  There are extensive photo galleries available for every Boob Exam Scam episode.  All of the porn pictorials show both
softcore elements and still shots of the hardcore fucking and sucking.  Most of the galleries include several hundred
individual pictures, so luckily there is a zip archive option that lets you save your favorites all in one shot.
  
  The only bad thing about these pics is that they're only shown in 800 x 533 resolution, which is a tad bit smaller than what
most other porn sites these days showcase.  The update schedule is also a mystery, since the site didn't update for over a year
but a recent episode was just added a few weeks ago.  The update schedule is empty, so there's no telling when and if a new
Boob Exam Scam will take place.
  
  But signing up for a full monthly membership is still way worth the effort, because you'll also be able to access dozens of
additional hardcore porn sites that all feature exclusive content and update regularly.  You can check out the full listing right
next to this review, then hurry up and head over to the signup page before the next horny patient gets away!

Porn Summary
The fake doctors at Boob Exam Scam may not be as smart as brain surgeons, but they have a real nice racket going on...one
where they see and feel nice natural racks all day, in fact!
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